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Abstract: Managing a large number of textual documents is a critical and significant task and supports many applications ranging from information retrieval to clustering search engine results. Marathi is one of the oldest of the regional languages in the Indo-Aryan language family, dating from about AD 1000. Abundance of Marathi literature has generated a big corpus and need of summarization of information. The objective of this study is to overcome the scalability problem while managing the documents and summarize the Marathi corpus by extracting tokens. The work is better in terms of scalability and supports the consistent quality of cluster for incremental data set. Most of the past and contemporary research works have targeted English corpus document management. Marathi corpus has been mostly exploited by the researchers for exploring stemming, single-document summarization and classifier design on Marathi corpus. Implementing unsupervised learning on the Marathi corpus for summarization of multiple documents through Word Cloud is still an untouched area. Technically speaking, the current work is an application of TF-IDF, cosine-based document similarity measures and cluster dendrograms, in addition to various other Natural Language Processing (NLP) activities. Entropy and precision are used to evaluate the experiments carried on different datasets and results prove the robustness of the proposed approach for Marathi Corpus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In online and offline systems, documents are continuously generated, stored, and accessed every day in large volumes. Categorizing documents according to the contents present in it will help to retrieve documents based on a particular topic [41-43]. The maximum work is done in document management focuses on English corpus, but text in Marathi on the web has come of age since the advent of Unicode standards in Indic languages, information technology generated huge data on the internet [44]. Initially this data is mainly in English language so majority of data mining research work is on the English text documents. As the internet usage increased, data in other languages like Marathi, Tamil, Telugu and Punjabi etc. increased on the internet. Similarly, in case of India, Maharashtra, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu are highly industrialized states. Mumbai being the financial capital has its administrational work going on only in Marathi. Also, the largest recent indigenous empire of India was the Maratha empire.

The literature of Maratha empire is present in Marathi [1]. Very few researchers have focused on Marathi text clustering, classification, but none of them have evaluated results of clustering in terms of its compactness or purity [2]. Various data mining techniques like clustering, classification can be applied once the data is in a structured format. Document term matrix (DTM) allows to convert text files into table form, where rows are represented by documents and terms are placed as columns [45-47]. But DTM causes dimension curse because all the terms present in the corpus are considered while constructing DTM. Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) allows selecting significant terms based on the token weights of terms. The cosine similarity measure is a prerequisite for applying the hierarchical algorithm on documents [48-51]. Once the clusters are formed they can be summarized through a word cloud. Word clouds enables to visualize and understand the text information in an easy way. It represents the words from higher to lower frequency from big to the small font size. It’s a way of text summarization [3]. The proposed approach imitates removal stop words and finds out top N frequent terms using TF-IDF weights. The N value is called a threshold which is 50% of maximum TF-IDF weight. It effectively removes all useless words. Considering these keywords, cosine similarity measure and hierarchical clustering are applied to get document clusters. Entropy is used to validate cluster quality and in turn, N-value. The dataset having predefined classes are used to decide the precision of the experimental setup. Proving the betterment of the technique, it is applied to the live dataset. Once the clusters are formed, the word cloud is applied to summarize the clusters. The approach is unique because

2. Various applications, for example, information retrieval will benefit from the proposed approach by saving time and effort required to read and manage an entire corpus.
3. The approach can process 300 documents having more than 15000 words and hence proves betterment in scalability.
4. Entropy is consistent even for large data size.

Document Management System (DMS) facilitates to access the documents in a fast and easy way and turn increases the productivity of the work [52-53]. Grouping of documents is one of the most important steps towards document management, which helps in identifying replicas of documents, clustering search engine results, and so on [54-55]. There are different document management systems existing for English corpus, DMS for Marathi corpus though significant, is not explored yet. In the paper terms, dimensions, words and tokens are used as synonyms, interchangeably.
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The organization of the paper is as mentioned. The work done by other researchers on the topic is presented as a background in the next that is second section. The third section presents the methodology, along with the experimental setup and results. The paper ends with the fourth section that is the conclusion and future directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section illustrates existing techniques of text preprocessing, text stemming, summarization, word cloud and so on.

For text analysis of Indian languages, Punjabi has been explored through stop words identification [22] and categorization [23] as well as poetry corpus creation [24] and classification [25-26]. Gujarati has been, similarly explored through diacritic extraction technique [27], information retrieval [28], stop words identification [29] and categorization [30]. Machine Translation System (MTS) [31-32] and classification [33]. Sanskrit has been explored through stop word generation [34] and analysis [35], bilingual dictionary [36], constituency mapper [37], lemmatizer development [38] and comparison of its morphological analyzers [39]. Hindi text analysis of poetry was presented through an automated system for generation of metadata [40]. Extracting an original word from tokens is termed as stemming. It is the type of preprocessing and improves the performance of the algorithm to be used NLP tasks. [2]. The stemming problem has been addressed in many contexts, and by researchers in many disciplines, the main purpose of stemming is to reduce different grammatical forms/word forms to its root form. Stemming is widely used in an Information Retrieval system and reduces the size of the index files. The goal of stemming is to reduce inflectional forms and sometimes derivationally related forms of a word to a common base form. Stemming is used in information retrieval systems to improve performance. Additionally, this operation reduces the number of terms in an information retrieval system, thus decreasing the size of the index files.

Different stemming algorithms for non-Indian and Indian language, methods of stemming, accuracy, and errors are explained [3]. Authors have created intelligent system to get desired documents in Marathi language. The approach allows user specific documents to be retrieved which are based on their personal interest [4]. Most of stemming algorithms are based on a rule-based approach. The performance of a rule-based stemmer is superior to some well-known methods like brute force. Dictionary-based algorithms, including natural language processing approaches, are used to build stemmers. The purpose of stemmers is to encode a wide range of language related rules evolved across a period. Such stemmers with comprehensive rules are language-dependent. Marathi is a morphologically rich language. Abstracting of the document and presenting it to the user is achieved through text summarization, it extracts the significant information from the given text. Manual summarization of the document is costly in terms of time, efforts, etc. Automatic Text summarization is a more accurate way than manual summarization. A deeper analysis of the text needs to carry out summarization[5] [6]. Hierarchical document clustering is generally preferred to group the similar type of documents and multiple algorithms are suggested by various researchers. For retrieving documents in a clustered manner, Hierarchical techniques are being used. There are various kinds of distance measures listed by several researchers for hierarchical clustering that are a single link, average link, etc. [7].

The textual data is accumulating and increasing tremendously. Different types of reviews, webpages, etc. are examples of text data. Documents are used to store this information. To apply any clustering techniques the data should be in the tabular form. Various techniques are available to store such types of data for example bag of words [8]. But it creates dimension curse, as all terms in the corpus are considered. High dimensions affect the performance of the algorithm. To reduce high dimensions, only significant words need to be considered. The document clustering process will execute in less time if the top significant words are selected.

To improve the clustering process, the text is preprocessed by removing stop words, etc. [9-10]. Generally (TF-IDF) is a popularly used technique that transforms text data into matrix form. The measure represents the significance of the token with respect to text documents considering the entire corpus. In document processing, it acts as a weighting unit. In spite of increasing word count proportional to the number of documents in which it is present, The TF-IDF ignores the most commonly occurring words, by offsetting count of the words in the entire corpus [11]. Entropy and precision are also popularly used parameters to evaluate clustering. To validate the purity of the clustering results, entropy is used and the accuracy of the clusters is measured by precision.

Word Cloud

To represent the textual data graphically in the form of words, Word clouds are used. The words with higher frequency appear prominent. The font size reduces as the word count lowers. It’s very easy to understand and interpret the word cloud [12]. Word cloud is referred as a simple and effective visualization and summarization technique. It helps in the domain of text mining, visualization techniques and contextual data. A word cloud can be effectively used for focusing on the needs and problems of customers and in turn, to increase the business without reading the text. Research scholars can use word cloud for interpretation of qualitative data in a faster manner [13-14]. User comments entered on social media about service/product, or political party can be analyzed through word cloud, and the overall essence of the product or service can be understood without going through comments and thus to save time and effort [15-17].

Word cloud on Marathi text is not attempted yet. It will be beneficial to the people who prefer to use their regional language for doing day to day activities like reading news articles, summarizing government documents and so on [18-20].

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Corpus containing Marathi Text is processed to remove the stop words, TF-IDF is used on a set of documents, and to weight is calculated. Terms having a weight greater than or equal to the threshold are considered and termed as modified TF-IDF and followed by computing cosine measure similarity matrix. The dendrogram is constructed using single link hierarchical clustering applied to get the clusters.”
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Entropy and precision are calculated to validate the experiment, and the word cloud is created for each cluster to summarize the cluster. Figure 2A depicts the flow chart of proposed method

3.1 Creating a corpus of Marathi text
The dataset consisting of 300 stories is created by collecting different stories belonging to different domains. To avoid bias, stories are collected from different websites. The sourced stories are uploaded from years between 2000-2019. [http://marathi.webdunia.com][https://www.britannica.com/art/Marathi-literature][https://www.marathisahityadarpan.in] The dataset is created in Excel having a mixture of stories. The encoding="UTF-8" is used to store data.

3.2 Clustering of the corpus using unsupervised learning technique and evaluation
The corpus is tokenized to get a bag of words and preprocessed to remove stop words like “जो” (jo) or (that), “ते” (te) or (it) [12] and so on. Lemmatization is purposely avoided in the pre-processing to preserve the semantics of words. TF-IDF is applied to calculate the weight of each term. Instead of applying stemming, the top N terms are selected for further processing. N value depends on the maximum TF-IDF weight and TF-IDF weights of all other terms. To select the terms, modified TF-IDF weights are used. The cosine similarity measure between documents is calculated to generate a dendrogram. The algorithm is implemented on the corpus of stories and reviews. The stories are clustered and each cluster represents the topic of the story. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of a proposed technique. Reviews are clustered based on sentiments present in it. For example, for a sample statement from the story, POS tagging and its stemming is depicted in Figure 2.

Table 1 Algorithm with package details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step No.</th>
<th>Step Description</th>
<th>Library/Package/Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Text preprocessing of stories</td>
<td>NLTK , Indian corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Term weights are calculated</td>
<td>DocumentTermMatrix_tfidf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Select terms having token weights greater than threshold</td>
<td>User defined function to select the terms, document_term_matrix(dtm_threshold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Calculate cosine similarity matrix and Apply hierarchical agglomerative clustering</td>
<td>User-defined function to calculate cosine similarity and hclust(dist.mat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Validation of clustering process</td>
<td>Package Entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Apply word cloud for each cluster to summarize the cluster</td>
<td>Package WordCloud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the dendrogram for 60 stories. The purpose is to extract stories of a particular topic. These are the moral stories used to inculcate ethics in children. These stories contain belonging to different domains like “Vikram Vetal”, “Panchatantra” and so on. There are two clusters representing two sets of stories. Table 2 represents Entropy values for an incremental dataset of stories along with total words, words after removal of stop words.
and Top K words based on modified TF-IDF weight. As there is no standard algorithm, a comparative analysis couldn’t be performed.

### Table 2: Summary of Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Dataset Size</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>Total Words</th>
<th>Words after preprocessing</th>
<th>Significant Words using modified TF-IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>5244</td>
<td>2789</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>8242</td>
<td>4212</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>8213</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Entropy Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>FKM</th>
<th>KM</th>
<th>HAC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results Analysis

There is a considerable difference in entropy values of 50 to 100 (0.66-0.33 = 0.33) stories than 15 to 30 (0.23-0.12 = 0.11). That is difference between the entropy values of 50 to 100 is 0.33 Which is greater than the difference between entropy values of 15 to 30 documents 0.11. It was decided to change the algorithm and check the entropy values.

The steps mentioned in Table 1 are carried out on a dataset of reviews using Fuzzy k-means (FKM) and K-means (KM) and Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithms and Table 3 presents a comparative analysis of entropy values produced by three popular clustering techniques. It’s clear that Fuzzy K-means gives better entropy for incremental data size that is for 300 documents entropy produced by FKM is improved by 40%. Extracting cluster terms shows that stories are clustered based on characters present in it one cluster depicts stories of animals, other cluster depicts stories of human characters and third cluster indicates stories of human beings along with animals.

Figure 4 shows vector space of significant terms in the corpus. Figure 5 shows the fuzzy k-means plot applied on a dataset of stories, the intersection of two clusters depicts the stories of animals and human. For example, three sample sentences existing in the respective clusters of stories are stated. Sample sentence of the story belonging to the cluster 1 (only humans) is “एक दिवसी राजा पुराणदासाच्या म्हणणाला, भक्तराज, लोभ मनुष्याचा अध्यात्मिक श्रापातीपासून दूर करतो”, transliterated as “Eke divasi raja purandarasanama mhanala, bhaktaraja, lobha manusyal aadyatmak praptipason dura karato” and translated as “One day the king said to Purandaras, Bhaktaraja, that greed removes man from spiritual pursuit”, that of cluster 2 (only animals) is “एकदा एका ठिकाणी एका गाढव आणि एका कोंबडा वरत असता, तेव्हा एका सिंह आला” (“Once upon a time there was a donkey and a hen grazing, there came a lion”) or (“Ekada ekha tikani ekha gadhava ani ekha kombada carata asata, tehhe ekha sinha aala”) and sample sentence of the story having both characters that is human and animals is “प्रोण प्राणांना स्वातं दोनही अन्न गावीर एका चोराची नजर होती” that is “Droña brahmaṇapāchya tya donhi sundara gāyinvarā ekā cōrāchī najrā hōtī” It means “A thief had a look at those two beautiful cows of Drona Brahmin”.

---

**Figure 3** dendrogram of sixty stories

**Figure 4** Document representing significant terms in a vector space

Legend

a. The words present diagonally in the matrix: नजरएक गवर्त
b. Dots present in matrix: Feature weights of significant terms

**Figure 5** Fuzzy plot of stories data set
3.2.2 Summarization of each cluster

Visualization in the form of word cloud leads to fast and measurable (words having more frequency are shown in the big font) representation of the clusters. Fig. 6 shows a word cloud generated for one of the clusters of stories dataset and contains very specific terms related to stories having both animals and humans. Input to word cloud is a token weight matrix that is formulated by considering the modified TF-IDF measure. Table 4 shows the sample of words/tokens along with weights, translation and transliteration of these words. These acts as an input to the word cloud. The highest weight is 20, for the term “राजा” (Raaja) translated as “King”, words having TF-IDF weight more than 6, are considered for word cloud.

Figure. 6 Word cloud for a cluster of movie

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.N o.</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Feature Weight</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>राजा</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Raaja</td>
<td>King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>रान</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>rana</td>
<td>Forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>सिह</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>sinha</td>
<td>Lion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>झाड</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Zad</td>
<td>Tree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The current study achieves the summarization of the clusters of Marathi corpus, unlike the other published research works which have focused only on single-document summarization. Additionally, the contribution of this study is also to work on the application of unsupervised learning with the Marathi corpus. The formation of the clusters was achieved through the measures of cosine similarity, the summarization of the clusters was achieved through the modified TF-IDF and the representation was achieved through Word Cloud. This approach will be useful to researchers who need to explore Marathi literature. Summarization of the cluster of Marathi literature will act as a stepstone towards future research and to understand state of the art in fast and efficient way. Experiments are conducted on data set of Marathi moral stories. In the absence of any other technique which achieves document clustering on Marathi corpus, precision and entropy prove the betterment of the technique. The current work is the first of its kind in the world which employs unsupervised learning for Marathi corpus followed by the summarization of the multi-document clusters. Also, it is the first of its kind work which represents the summarization results through Marathi Word Cloud.
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